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Abstract

Current speech-enabled Intelligent Tutoring Systems do not model
student question behavior the way human tutors do, despite ev-
idence indicating the importance of doing so. Our study exam-
ined a corpus of spoken tutorial dialogues collected for develop-
ment of ITSpoke, an Intelligent Tutoring Spoken Dialogue Sys-
tem. The authors extracted prosodic, lexical, syntactic, and stu-
dent and task dependent information from student turns. Results
of running 5-fold cross validation machine learning experiments
using AdaBoosted C4.5 decision trees show prediction of student
question-bearing turns at a rate of 79.7%. The most useful features
were prosodic, especially the pitch slope of the last 200 millisec-
onds of the student turn. Student pre-test score was the most-used
feature. Findings indicate that using turn-based units is accept-
able for incorporating question detection capability into practical
Intelligent Tutoring Systems.

Index Terms: Intelligent Tutoring Systems, prosody, question-
asking behavior, machine learning.

1. Introduction

Well designed Intelligent Tutoring Systems (ITSs), educational
software designed to tutor students using artificial intelligence,
are known to increase student learning over classroom instruction
alone. However, the learning gains achieved with current ITSs
are still well below the gains observed with human tutors. One
reason for this could be that current speech-enabled ITSs do not
model student question behavior the way human tutors do. Re-
search has shown that question-asking on the part of students is an
important part of tutoring interaction; for example, [1] observed
up to 30 student questions per hour. In current ITSs, though, the
rate of questions initiated by students is much lower, most likely
because the experience is still distinctly different from interaction
with a human tutor. While some researchers have begun to explore
ITSs that elicit more questions from students [2], we know of no
ITS that attempts to identify student questions explicitly. Our ulti-
mate goals are to monitor the behavior of student users of ITSs so
as to support question-asking and to respond appropriately to such
questions. To this end, we present results of experiments that auto-
matically predict student turns containing questions, using features
extracted from the student’s speech in a corpus of one-on-one spo-
ken tutorial dialogues. We briefly note further results of research
into the prediction of the function of student questions.
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2. Corpus

this research, we examined a corpus of spoken tutorial dia-
es collected by [3] at the University of Pittsburgh. This cor-
was collected for the development of ITSpoke, an Intelligent
ring Spoken Dialogue System designed to teach principles of
itative physics. While the ITSpoke corpus comprises 12 hours
corded speech, for this study we use only 141 dialogues be-
n one (male) tutor and 17 college students (7 female, 10 male),
aining 5 hours of student speech. A typical dialogue consists
pproximately 53 student turns, each averaging 2.5 seconds and
rds in length. The total number of student turns in the corpus
proximately 7,500.

The recording procedure for each session was as follows. The
ent and tutor were seated in the same room but separated by a
ition so that they could not see each other. They interacted via
ophones and a graphical user interface. Each student was first
d to type an essay in response to a qualitative physics ques-
. The tutor then read the essay and proceeded to tutor the stu-
verbally until he determined that the student had successfully

tered the material; at which point, the student would retype the
y. The student and tutor were recorded with separate micro-
es and each channel was manually transcribed and segmented
turns. An excerpt of a dialogue from the corpus is shown in
re 1.

... 17.4 minutes into the dialogue ...

TUTOR: What does the acceleration mean?
STUDENT: That the object is moving through space?

TUTOR: No. Acceleration means that object’s
velocity is changing.

STUDENT: What?

TUTOR: Object’s velocity is changing.

STUDENT: Uh-huh, and then once you release
it the velocity remains constant.

re 1: A transcribed excerpt from the ITSpoke corpus of
an-human spoken tutorial dialogues. Disfluencies have been
inated and punctuation added for readability.

September 17-21, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania



3. Annotation
For this study, the beginning and end of each question in the cor-
pus were manually labeled. Each of the turns containing a ques-
tion was further labeled as a question-bearing turn. In the work
presented here, we are interested in determining whether a student
turn as a whole contains a question or not, since ITSs typically in-
teract with users in turn-based segments. In total, 1,030 questions
were identified from 918 turns, a rate of roughly 25 per hour. This
rate is consistent with other findings in one-on-one human tutor-
ing, although it should be noted that the standard deviation is 13
questions per hour. Question behavior can be quite variable across
students.

By adopting the turn as our unit of analysis we risk the mask-
ing of cues to questions by cues to other non-question phenomena
present in the turn. However, we note that 70% of question-bearing
turns consist entirely of the question itself. Of the remaining turns,
63% have questions that occur in turn-final position. In other
words, 89% of question-bearing turns have questions that occur
at the end the turn, indicating an area of the turn where questions
are likely to occur.

4. Cues to Question-Bearing Turns
Many questions in Standard American English and other lan-
guages can be identified via lexical-syntactic cues; e.g., [4], [5],
[6]. For example, information-seeking questions often begin with
one of the familiar wh-words (e.g., ‘what’, ‘who’). In addition,
many questions exhibit inversion of the subject and auxiliary verb.
These types of lexical-syntactic cues are clearly useful for ques-
tion identification, though they do not identify all utterances that
function pragmatically as questions. Pitch contour has long been
considered important in this regard. In general, phrase-final ris-
ing intonation has been proposed for the identification of typical
questions, specifically L* H-H% [7]. Such rising intonation may
be most often present when a question otherwise would not dif-
fer from proper declarative statements, such as yes-no questions
without inversion or declarative questions. Somewhat surpris-
ingly, then, research has found that declarative questions are often
intonationally equivalent to proper declaratives and that lexical-
pragmatic cues are often necessary for differentiation [4]. As
an example, utterances containing second person pronouns (e.g.,
‘you’) are more likely to be questions than those containing first
person pronouns (e.g., ‘I’) because, presumably, a speaker knows
his or her own cognitive state but does not necessarily know that of
the person he or she is speaking to. Other lexical-pragmatic cues
suggested in the literature are utterance-initial particles (e.g., ‘oh’).

Apart from lexical and intonational cues to questions, research
also suggests that prosodic information other than pitch may play a
role in question detection as well. For example, Shriberg et. al [8]
found duration and pausing information to be more predictive than
pitch in automatic question classification experiments. In fact, by
automatically extracting prosodic features from utterances in the
Switchboard corpus, they observed 74.21% accuracy in predicting
questions versus non-questions. This was below the 83.65% ac-
curacy using a language model trained on questions, though they
observed increased performance (85.64%) when both sources of
information were combined.

Motivated by the research presented above, we extracted sev-
eral features from the speech signal in order to characterize stu-
dent turns using prosodic, lexical, syntactic, as well as task and
user-dependent information.
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Prosodic Features

t of the features we examined as potential indicators of
tion-bearing turns were prosodic features, including features
ciated with pitch, loudness, and rhythm. Acoustic processing
done in Praat, a program for speech analysis and synthesis [9].
prosodic feature was normalized by the speaker’s mean value

recorded as a z-score.
We used fundamental frequency (f0) measurements to ap-
imate overall pitch behavior. Features encapsulating pitch
stics – minimum, maximum, mean, and standard deviation –

calculated on all f0 information excluding the top and bot-
2% to eliminate outliers. Global pitch shape was approxi-
d by calculating the slope of the all-points regression line over
ntire turn. In addition, we wanted to isolate turn-final intona-
shape. Accordingly, we smoothed and interpolated the f0

g built-in Praat algorithms and then isolated the last 200 mil-
onds of the student turn over which we calculated the follow-
f0 features: minimum, maximum, mean, standard deviation,
e of the line from first f0 point to the last, slope of all-points
ession line, and the percent of rising slopes between each con-
tive time points.
To examine the role of loudness we extracted the minimum,
imum, mean, and standard deviation of signal intensity, mea-
d in decibels, over the entire student turn. In addition, we cal-
ted the mean intensity over the last 200 milliseconds of each
ent turn, as well as the difference between the mean in the final
on and the mean over the entire student turn.
Rhythmic features were designed to capture pausing and
king rate behavior. We implemented a procedure to auto-
cally identify pauses in student turns. The procedure isolates
s of silence 200 milliseconds or longer in length by using
ground noise estimation for each dialogue defined as the 75th
tile of intensity measurements over all non-student turns in
dialogue1. In the ITSpoke corpus we found there to be 1.62
es per student turn and the mean length of pauses to be 1.59
nds. Pausing behavior in each student turn was represented
e number of pauses, the mean length of all pauses, the cu-

ative pause duration, and the percentage of time that pausing
pies relative to the entire student turn. Speaking rate was cal-
ted by counting the number of voiced frames in the turn, nor-
zed by the total number of frames in non-pause regions of the
.

Non-prosodic Features

remaining features we extracted from each student turn
non-prosodic. The lexical feature set comprises manually-

scribed word unigrams and bigrams uttered in each student
. In addition to words with semantic content, we also included
d pauses, such as ‘um’ and ‘uh’. To capture syntactic infor-
on we applied the Brill part-of-speech (POS) tagger, trained
he Switchboard corpus, to the lexical transcriptions of student
s. Syntactic features consist of POS unigrams and bigrams.
The remaining features were meant to capture knowledge
t the student not present in either the aural or linguistic chan-
and are referred to as the student and task dependent feature
Included in this set are: the score the student received on a
ics test taken before the tutoring session (pre-test score), the
er of the student, the hand-labeled correctness of the student

We refer the reader to [10] for a more detailed description of the algo-
.



Feature Set Accuracy

none (majority class baseline) 50.0%
prosody: rhythmic 52.6%
student and task dependent 56.1%
prosody: loudness 61.8%
syntactic 65.3%
lexical 67.2%
prosody: pitch 72.6%
prosody: last 200 ms 70.3%
prosody: all 74.5%
all feature sets combined 79.7%

Table 1: Performance accuracy of each feature set in predicting
question-bearing turns in the human-human ITSpoke corpus.

turn, and the tutor dialogue act immediately preceding the student
turn (also hand-labeled). The possible turn correctness labels are:
fully, partially, none, not applicable. Tutor dialogue acts com-
prise: short answer question, long answer question, deep answer
question, positive feedback, negative feedback, restatement, recap,
request, bottom out, hint, expansion, non-substantive2.

5. Machine Learning Experiments
In our corpus of tutorial dialogues most student turns do not con-
tain questions. Excluding student turns that function only to main-
tain discourse flow, such as back-channels (e.g., ‘uh huh’), non-
question-bearing student turns outnumber question-bearing turns
nearly 2.5 to 1. In order to learn meaningful cues to questions and
avoid a machine learning solution that favors non-question-bearing
turns a priori, we down-sampled the latter turns from each student
to match the number of question-bearing turns for that student.
Thus the majority class baseline was 50%.

We conducted nine classification experiments to evaluate the
usefulness of different types of features described above in pre-
dicting question-bearing turns, as well as to examine the predic-
tive power of all feature sets combined. A final experiment was
also conducted using all prosodic features calculated over only
the last 200 milliseconds of each student turn. Each classifica-
tion experiment used the WEKA machine learning environment
[12]. While we experimented with several machine learning algo-
rithms, including decision trees, rule induction, and support vector
machines, we present results for the decision tree learner C4.5
boosted with the meta learning algorithm ADABOOST [13], which
provided the best results. Performance accuracy for each experi-
ment was averaged after running 5-fold cross validation.

6. Results
Our findings indicate prediction accuracy of student question-
bearing turns in the human-human ITSpoke data of 79.7% using
all features in aggregation. Furthermore, the precision, recall, and
F-measure using all features are each 0.8, showing that this per-
formance accuracy is robust.

Table 1 shows the performance accuracy of each feature set
described in Section 5 in isolation. Here we see that the least pre-
dictive feature sets are rhythmic (52.6%) and student and task de-
pendent (56.1%). The most predictive feature set comprises all

2For further explanation of ITSpoke dialogue act labels, we refer the
reader to [11].
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Percentage Feature

1.3% pre-test score
1.3% ratio of rising slope of last 200 ms
1.3% maximum pitch of entire turn
1.3% cummulative pause duration
1.2% regression slope of last 200 ms
1.1% regression slope of entire turn
1.1% mean pitch of entire turn
1.0% mean loudness of last 200 ms
1.0% maximum loudness of entire turn
1.0% point slope of last 200 ms

e 2: The most-used features in the learned decision tree from
achine learning experiment using all features.

odic information (74.5%), though it appears that the most sig-
ant contributor to this set is the prosodic information of the last
milliseconds of student turns (70.3%). The performance ac-
cies of the remaining feature sets fall somewhere in between.
The individual features with highest information gain are all
odic: the pitch slope of the last 200 milliseconds (0.16), the
imum pitch of the entire turn (0.12), the pitch slope of the en-
turn (0.09), and the mean pitch of the entire turn (0.08). How-
, non-prosodic features are also somewhat informative. The
t informative syntactic features are the following: personal
oun followed by a verb (0.04), interjection (0.03), determiner
wed by a noun (0.02), wh-pronoun (0.02), and modal auxil-
followed by a personal pronoun (0.02). The most informa-
lexical ngrams are the following: ‘yes’ (0.03), ‘right’ (0.02),
at’ (0.02), ‘I’ (0.02), ‘that’ (0.02), and ‘you’ (0.02).
Table 2 lists the most frequently used features in the learned
sion tree for the experiment in which all features were used
ther. The most-used individual features, each accounting for

of all decisions, are student pre-test score, ratio of rising
e of last 200 ms, maximum pitch of entire turn, and cumulative
e duration.

7. Discussion
these experiments, we see that prosodic information is

rly the most useful indicator of the presence of a student
tion-bearing turn. Of these features, pitch information – es-
ally pitch slope at the end of the turn – is the most useful. This
t in itself surprising, if most of these questions are rising [7].
ever, this finding is encouraging nonetheless for spoken ITSs,

e it suggests that, even though we are examining full student
s rather than hand-segmented questions, we can still identify
e question-bearing turns by their prosody. Our broader analy-
f question-bearing turns does indicate that, when students ask
estion, it is usually the primary function of the turn.
Although turn-final pitch slope appears to be the most useful
re for predicting question-bearing turns, the fact that all fea-

s combined perform better than the prosodic feature set alone
cates that other features also contribute. Both lexical and POS
ms improve overall performance, although they are somewhat
ndant. For example, both the word ‘what’ and the part of
ch that groups wh-pronouns are informative features. How-
, a few lexical and syntactic features stand apart. Interjections
ords such as ‘um’, ‘hm’, ‘alright’, and ‘sorry’ – are the sec-
most informative part of speech in detecting question-bearing



turns. With respect to lexical information, it is notable that lexical-
pragmatic words are more informative than lexical-syntactic ones.
For example, words such as ‘yes’ and ‘right’ have slightly higher
information gain than does the word ‘what’. The fact that both
types of information are present in questions does not contradict
previous findings, as described in Section 1, and though we can’t
be certain that our findings necessarily hold for all questions in
general, it is very intriguing that lexical-pragmatic information ap-
pears to be just as useful as lexical-syntactic information for the
identification of question-bearing turns.

What role do the remaining features play? At first glance, it
appears that student and task dependent features contribute nothing
to the prediction of question-bearing turns. However, the frequent
appearance of student pre-test scores in the decision tree is sugges-
tive. Although in isolation it provides no information gain, it may
be that a pre-test score helps to contextualize other features. We
notice in our corpus that as student pre-test scores increase, the ra-
tio of yes-no questions (e.g., “Is it gravity?”) decreases whereas the
ratio of yes-no tag questions (e.g., “That would be gravity, right?”)
increases. An analogous pattern may exist for question-bearing
turns as well. For example, phrase-final rising f0 may identify
a question more accurately for students with low pre-test scores.
Examination of this hypothesis is one of our future goals.

Though pitch information is most useful in this experiment,
it is an open question whether this will also occur when students
interact with an automated tutor. In initial and informal investiga-
tion of ITSpoke data collected of students interacting with such an
automated tutor, we notice that rising pitch is indeed often appar-
ent, possibly even more so than in the human-human environment.
This is a second question we will test in future experiments.

8. Conclusion

Detecting whether or not a student turn contains a question is
clearly useful for ITSs, since successful systems must meet the
social expectations of their users. When one party in human-
human conversation asks a question, the conversational partner
normally responds. A first goal of our research has been to deter-
mine whether such questions are detectable via automatic means.
Our results indicate that we can indeed recognize question-bearing
turns with considerable accuracy (79.7%).

However, not all questions expect the same type of response.
Some questions seek novel information while others seek clarifica-
tion or acknowledgment. In order to meet student needs then, ITSs
– and spoken dialogue systems in general – must not only be able
to identify the presence of a question in a turn, but they must be
able to determine its function. We have begun preliminary work to
address this concern. To this end, the corpus has been hand-labeled
for question function. Using the same features we have outlined
above, we have run initial machine learning experiments showing
us that, given that we know a student turn bears a question, we can
predict the function of this question with about 75% accuracy. The
most important feature for this task appears to be pragmatic: the
previous tutor dialogue act, which, of course, will be available to
the ITS. Other informative features appear to be lexical and syn-
tactic information. Prosodic information appears to be least useful
in this regard. Our future work will explore these issues in more
detail.
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